Advanced spatiotemporal mapping methods give new insights into the coordination of contractile activity in the stomach of the rat.
We used spatiotemporal mapping of strain rate to determine the direction of propagation and amplitudes of the longitudinal and circumferential components of antrocorporal (AC) contractions and fundal contractions in the rat stomach maintained ex vivo and containing a volume of fluid that was within its normal functional capacity. In the region of the greater curvature the longitudinal and circular components of AC contractions propagated synchronously at right angles to the arciform geometric axis of the stomach. However, the configuration of AC contractions was U shaped, neither the circular nor the longitudinal component of contractions being evident in the upper proximal corpus. Similarly, in the distal upper antrum of some preparations, circumferential components propagated more rapidly than longitudinal components. Ongoing "high-frequency, low-amplitude myogenic contractions" were identified in the upper proximal gastric corpus and on the anterior and posterior wall of the fundus. The amplitudes of these contractions were modulated in the occluded stomach by low-frequency pressure waves that occurred spontaneously. Hence the characteristics of phasic contractions vary regionally in the antrum and corpus and a previously undescribed high-frequency contractile component was identified in the proximal corpus and fundus, the latter being modulated in synchrony with cyclic variation in intrafundal pressure in the occluded fundus.